GENERAL NOTES:

1. For use on 2:1 or flatter backfill slopes only.


3. Use Class A concrete.

4. Use epoxy-coated ASTM A706, Grade 60 reinforcing steel (260,000 psi).

5. Place reinforcement 3" clear from surface of concrete unless otherwise noted.

6. Chamfer all exposed concrete corners 3/4".

7. If unsuitable foundation material is encountered, remove and backfill with foundation fill as directed by the Engineer.

8. Furnish and install hook bolts in place to be incidental to Class A concrete.


10. Headwalls for skewed culverts to be parallel to road centerline. See plans for dimensions of openings in headwalls for skewed culverts.

11. For backfill soil with:

   - At 50°: 12100 pc:\n     Use AI and DI
   - At 10°: 12155 pc:\n     Use DI and D2

   Use AI and D2

   Use D2 and D2